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DUBAI, UAE, September 30, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Mr. Vehid

Abdullahi Shared This Award on His

Instagram account #vahidabdullahi

and said I am honored to extend my

thanks and gratitude to His Highness

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin

Rashid Al Maktoum for your unlimited

support.

Believing in Oneself Can Do Wonders,

Introducing Vehid Abdullahi

The essential key to success is

possessing individual personality traits and ensuring that one has the stable belief to make their

dreams and goals achievable. It takes confidence, responsibility, self-accountability, faith, and

trust to pursue what one dreams. These personality traits emerge as a person grows and
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develops their routes towards success. Individuals who

understand the importance of becoming professional and

stable human beings also know that it does not end here.

It grows towards helping, motivating, and encouraging

others to do the same. One such individual who has

managed to stand out through his life experiences and

exceptional talent is Vehid Abdullahi.

Staying Firm on His Belief

Faith in one's capabilities is essential to believing in oneself. It is being able to rely on yourself to

carry out the commitments you make to others and being confident that your efforts will
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produce the results you want. This

suggests that having faith in oneself

results from a culmination of several

significant psychological experiences,

including feelings of autonomy, self-

worth, self-confidence, self-trust, self-

respect, and power over one's

surroundings. When we have faith in

ourselves, many positive psychological

processes are activated. These

processes make it easier to accomplish

our objectives, bring our ambitions

into reality, and improve our overall

health. Vehid's achievements are also a

result of his belief in himself.

In 2021, Vehid founded Pallapay, the

only payment solution in the Middle

East. It allows businesses globally to

accept, process, and disburse crypto

payments with its product suite, one of

the leading payment service providers

in the Middle East and the world. In

addition to Pallapay, in 2018, he

founded Palladium Payment Services

LLC, the most convenient, reliable, and

secure payment provider for the

Middle East. The firm is considered an

Authorized Card issuer and Payment

Aggregator for UnionPay.

Revolutionizing the Fintech 

Innovation is one of the main distinguishing characteristics between conventional and fintech

financial services. Because these systems have been established for such an extended period,

traditional banking does not often adapt to new developments rapidly. This contrasts with the

financial technology industry, which uses modern technologies such as artificial intelligence and

cloud computing to develop new products and services. In the end, the goal of fintech is to make

your everyday financial life less complicated. Vehid Abdullahi revolutionized the fintech industry

with the help of his exceptional skills and experience of more than a decade. With this new firm,

Pallapay, he is changing the world of finance and making it easier for everyone to make

payments via digital assets.



Vehid Abdullahi is the perfect example of someone who believes in himself and can accomplish

marvels. He is one of the most successful people in the world. Since 2012, he has been working

with payment processing systems that use cards for various businesses, including brick-and-

mortar merchants and online businesses. Ultimately, in 2018, he realized there was an

opportunity for him to advance because the global payment system and financial system were

transitioning to crypto as it was growing every day. In 2021, he finally founded a crypto payment

processing system famously known as Pallapay.
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